Biotouch
STUDENT COURSE
Syllabus
Call: (909) 444-0101

Fax: (626) 581-3466

17807 MacLaren St., City of Industry, CA 91744

Course Summaries and Schedules :
Hands-on with life-like mannequins
How to correct possible mistakes
Effective pan control system
Learn how to give an effective consultation

Permanent Makeup Course
(Micropigmentation)
Length: 3 Days
Skill Level: Beginner
Learn all that’s needed to start a career in the
profitable industry of permanent makeup. With
hands-on practice on live models and practice skin,
you'll learn guidelines for safety and sanitation,
effective anesthetic techniques, intricacies of eyebrow
shaping and shading, finer points of eyeliner
application, utilization of color to solve lip shape
problems, color theory and pigment usage, color
mixing, camouflaging and skin tone interpretation,
mistake correction, and more.

Permanent Makeup Correction Course
(Micropigmentation)
Length: 2 Days
Skill Level: Advance
Take your micropigmentation skills to the next
level. Learn advanced techniques that reduce
procedure time while increasing customer
satisfaction. Master the art of camouflage, full-lip
coloration, and more. It is highly recommended that
you have prior Micro-Pigmentation knowledge before
enrolling.

Day 1
Color Theory
Micro pigmentation usage
Choosing colors for eyebrows, eyeliner and lip
liner
Skin tone interpretation
Written color theory test
Sanitation and sterilization
Written sanitation & sterilization test
Eye Liner
How to avoid smears and smudges
Achieving good symmetry and density
Learn how to control pain

Day 1
Eyebrows
Perfecting uneven eyebrow technique
Preventing & correcting brow color fading and
casts
Techniques for eliminating touch-ups
Correction & Camouflage pigmentation.
Day 2
Eye Liner
The 3-minute eye-liner technique
Working with client’s skin type and pigment
acceptance
Preventing pigment fading & migration
Correcting for blue & gray color casts
Different thicknesses of eyeliner & add flare
Lip Liner
Lip liner and full lip application
Techniques for correcting blue or
purple-shade lips
Proper use of round or flat needles
Lip color retention
Advanced Color Theory and Pigment Use
Understanding skin undertones that affect
color shades
Color correction and custom pigment
formulations
(Continue on next page)

Day 2
Lip Liner
Lip color retention
Application of topical anesthetics
Applying colors to enlarge or minimize lip size
Eyebrow
Learn artistic techniques (use of brow ruler)
Shaping, filling and coloring of eyebrows
Prevent & correction of blue, purple brows
Homework practice on paper and skin sheet
Day 3
Use of Permanent Makeup Machine
Machine assembly for correct operation
Comprehensive needle use and application
Identification of parts
Machine positioning and skin support
Lab Practice & Performance
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Enhancing client’s inherent natural beauty
Alternatives to permanent makeup for
non-candidates (poor eyesight & shaky
hands)
Camouflaging
Reshaping and redesigning old eyebrow, lip
and eyeliner
Correcting camouflaging mistakes and
problems
Question & Answer
Technique test
Professional Market Development
Increasing business by committing to
excellence
Overcoming customer objections
Developing exceptional presentation skills
Increasing your confidence and
professionalism
Become a highly skilled certified
technician

Creating hair strokes for a super-realistic 3-D
look
Hair Stroke Tempering
Adding life and realism to old brows with hair
stroke
Hands-on practice with 5-brow practice skin
Technique test
Additional Business
Generating market demand for returning
clients

Master Microblading Course (Feather Touch)
Length: 3 Days
Skill Level: Master
(2 Days Instruction + 1 Day Optional)
A highly-specialized needle deep technique
that creates each and every stroke as if it’s part of
you! It doesn't matter if you like them arched and
feathered or straight and bold, eyebrows are the
most important facial feature. This course is designed
for those who want to further their Microblading skills
with various types of stroke patterns, fundamentals of
skin and advanced procedure techniques. It is highly
recommended that you have prior advanced
Microblading knowledge before enrolling.

Microblading Course (Feather Touch)
Length: 3 Days
Skill Level: Beginner
Become an eyebrow perfectionist. Learn how
to create symmetrically stunning eyebrows with both
pencil and stencil by using Microblading techniques
that ensure correct brow shape, weight, and position.
Gain an understanding of hair stroke tempering and
get the secrets of creating lifelike brows withFeather
Touch needles. This course also includes learning the
proper application of analgesics, and getting
hands-on experience with our 5-brow practice skin
and live models. It is highly recommended that you
have prior Micro-Pigmentation knowledge before
enrolling.

Day 1
Introduction
Master fundamental and technique theory
Demonstrate drawing eyebrows on skin
material
Demonstrate implementing pigment onto skin
material
Student practice and homework assigned
(due next morning)
Day 2

Day 1

Live Practice
Critique homework
Ombre technique for shading
Learn RulerTouch for balance
Male hair stroke pattern
Tool usage demonstration
Live model Demonstration on brow procedure
Student work on live model with instructor’s
assistance
(Continue on next page)

Introduction & Layout
Introduction of the Feather Touch Kit
Layout with pencil to ensure brow shape,
position, arch, and tail
Day 2
Special Techniques
Revolutionary new needles
Techniques for pain control
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Day 3

all the tools and products needed to fully learn and
start a career in eyelash enhancement.
***A copy of Current Cosmetology/ Esthetician
license number is required.

Optional Supplemental Day
Morning practice
Lunch
Marketing and Consulting Clients
Extra practice and review

Day 1
Introduction & Layout
Introduction of the Lash Kit
Eyelash Growth Phases
Skin Sensitivity & Reactions
Extension Procedures
Eyelash Preparations
Removal Procedure
After Care & Maintenance
Incorrect Applications & Damages
Client Consultation & Consent

Eyelash Extension Course (Classic)
Length: 2 Days
Skill Level: Beginner
This program will instruct students to apply
long lasting lashes. Students are taught all the
application techniques, and tools used to create the 3
levels of looks offered: natural, enhancement, and
dramatic. Our Classic course involves applying
lashes with a natural look. A full Classic lash kit is
offered with all the tools and products needed to fully
learn and start a career in eyelash enhancement.
***A copy of Current Cosmetology/ Esthetician
license number is required.

***Volume is a one day course that focuses on
training with fuller volume of thinner lashes for a
dramatic look.

Day 1 & 2
Introduction & Layout
Introduction of the Lash Kit
Eyelash Growth Phases
Skin Sensitivity & Reactions
Extension Procedures
Eyelash Preparations
Removal Procedure
After Care & Maintenance
Incorrect Applications & Damages
Client Consultation & Consent

Paramedical Course
Length: 3 Days
Skill Level: Advance
Students in the Paramedical Course will learn
about camouflaging burns, scar tissue, mastectomy,
vitiligo, areola color restoration, scalp micro
pigmentation, and advanced scar camouflaging
techniques. At the completion of this course students
will be able to work with doctors and surgeons to
cosmetically enhance the desired look of a patient’s
skin after recovery. This course will give the
opportunity at a career working alongside doctors,
surgeons, and medical professionals. It is highly
recommended that you have prior Micro-Pigmentation
knowledge before enrolling.

Eyelash Extension Course (Volume)
Length: 1 Day
Skill Level: Advance
This program will instruct students to apply
long lasting lashes. Students are taught all the
application techniques, and tools used to create the 3
levels of looks offered: natural, enhancement, and
dramatic. Our Volume course works with thinner
lashes applied in a much fuller volume. The Volume
course already expects you to have prior Eyelash
Extension knowledge, it is highly recommended that
you have prior eyelash extension knowledge or
experience first. A full Volume lash kit is offered with

Day 1
Introduction to Corrective Pigment
Camouflage
Patient / Client Information
Camouflaging Procedure Hints
Practice on the Mannequin Head
Day 2
Areola Nipple Repigmentation & Restoration
Post-Procedure Care
(Continue on next page)
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Breast Reduction / Mammaplasty
Breast Augmentation / Augmentation
Mammaplasty
Breast Reconstruction Following Breast
Removal
Work on Live models

Day 3
Optional Supplemental Day
Morning practice
Lunch
Marketing and Consulting Clients
Extra practice and review

Day 3
Scalp Micro-Pigmentation (Tricopigmentation)
Homework practice on skin materials
Review on Day 1 & Day 2
Work on Live models
Types of Breast Cancer
Supplemental Information

Master Lip Contouring Course
Length: 3 Days
Skill Level: Master
(2 Days Instruction + 1 Day Optional)
Permanent Lip training has been around for
decades, but the latest techniques and advance
contouring methods brought its eyes into the public
and blossomed new desires to receive this new
service. Become a lip contour master and enjoy a
rewarding and flexible career where individuals
receive recognition for its perfective work. It is highly
recommended that you have prior Micro-Pigmentation
knowledge before enrolling.
*All students who pass our exam and evaluation at
the end of each course will receive a Certificate of
Completion. This certificate verifies your completion
of the course and that you have understood the
materials taught.

Day 1
Introduction
Master Fundamental and Technique
Lunch
Elite Master drawing demo
Paper practice
Practice on portrait print
Pigment and Color contour demo
Practice skin demo
Practice and homework assigned (due next
morning)
Day 2
Critique homework
Station setup procedure
Live model Demonstration
Lunch
Student work on a live model that they bring
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